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Dear All
 
We act for South East Water in relation to this matter.
 
PC10 Option Plans
 
Due to the importance of the positing of PC7-10 in relation to the Reservoir and the Protective
Provisions linked to the design drawings and the specific drawings showing the positioning and sag
levels for PC7-10. It is has been accepted by the Applicant that my clients should have the
opportunity to approve the drawing being submitted by the Applicant at Deadline 8.
 
The Panel should note that SEW have only reviewed options 4, 5, 6 and 7 with PC8 and PC10
movements and have only made detailed assessment of options 5, 6 & 7 with regard to the impact
upon the Reservoir scheme. These findings were presented at Deadline 7 (REP7-037 and REP7-
035). 
 
SEW have checked the plans the Applicant will be submitting at Deadline 8 and the plans appear to
be for Options 2 to 7 inclusive and have 2 versions of each option; one with PC8 moved and one
without.  The options without any PC8 movement have not been previously presented to SEW (save a
pdf file yesterday) and SEW have not evaluated these options.
 
For options 5-7 which include movement of PC8 (options 5a, 6a and 7a) SEW agree that the plans to
be submitted by the Applicant are accurate for towers PC8 to PC10.
 
Documents Submitted
 
We attach the following:
 
1. Response to Deadline 7 Document 8.53 - REP7-008;
 
2. Final written submission;
 
3. Note on ability to isolate overhead lines; and
 
4. Appendix to note on isolation of overhead lines.
 
Please note that we also intend to submit, as reference document for the Panel, a list of all SEW's
submissions during the examination but organised by topic, such as serious detriment, the fish pass
and river diversion, alternatives and mitigation planting. This document is being prepared now and will
be submitted as soon as possible (hopefully tomorrow, Monday at the latest), unless of course the
Panel feel this document would not be useful and we are informed not to provide this reference
document. 
 
Kind regards

Sarah

 
Sarah Hodge 
Associate 
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SEW's Comments on the Applicant's Deadline 7 Document REP7-008


1 SEW have a number of comments in response to Appendix A of the Applicant's Deadline 7 


document number 8.53 which are set out below.  Information already provided to the ExA has 


not been repeated and SEW relies upon its previous submissions. For the avoidance of 


doubt, a lack of response to any particular point raised in the Applicant's Deadline 7


submissions should not be taken as acceptance by SEW of the Applicants' position.


Document 8.53 – Applicant's Hearing Notes on actions requested at Deadline 7 at the ISH held 


on 9th and 10th November 2016 – REP7-008


2 At paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2 on page 3, the Applicant has overstated the protection that would 


be provided by the protective provisions. The Applicant has not included in its summary of the 


protective provisions, any of the conditionality and caveat wording which is included in the 


drafting. SEW refer the ExA to the actual wording of the protective provisions as drafted for 


inclusion in the proposed DCO and submitted by the Applicant and SEW at Deadline 7.


3 The Applicant also refers to the fact that the inclusion of this type of protective provisions is 


unprecedented. Whether or not that is correct, it cannot properly be relied upon as a reason 


for not including relevant and necessary protections. This is an unprecedented situation which 


requires bespoke protective provisions, and it is unsurprising that in a statutory system that


has been in place for less than 10 years there will on occasion be no direct precedents for 


such provisions.


4 At paragraph 3.3 on page 2, the Applicant suggests that SEW's wording ‘or significantly more 


difficult to exercise’ is ambiguous. SEW do not agree. The words used are clear and easily 


understood terms in common usage.  They are no more uncertain or ambiguous than phrases 


such as 'incapable of being exercised', 'unnecessary delay' or 'in such manner as to cause as 


little damage and disruption as possible' included within the Applicant's proposed Protective 


Provisions (paragraphs 49(1)) and (5)).  However, if the Applicant's concern is genuinely 


about clarity of drafting rather than the substantive merits of the concern underlying SEW's 


suggestion, it should be suggesting an alternative form of words rather than simply removing 


SEW's wording which is required for the reasons already set out in SEW's Deadline 7


submissions (see specifically REP7-029 and REP7-036).  The Applicant's response and 


reasoning fails properly to engage with the substantive reasons given for requiring such a 


provision, which are compelling. 


5 In relation to paragraphs 3.5 to 3.7 on page 4 and the inclusion of an indemnity, SEW's 


position is perfectly reasonable.  If the Applicant, through the works authorised by the 


proposed DCO, causes any damage which results in SEW incurring costs including through 


liability to others, it is fair and right that the Applicant should be responsible for such costs.  


The Protective Provisions in the proposed DCO are intended to provide a clear and sensible 


statutory framework to regulate the interactions between two statutory undertakers whose 
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interests are brought into potential conflict as a result of the proposed works.  In those 


circumstances it is not appropriate to suggest that SEW should have to rely on expensive and 


uncertain litigation in pursuit of common law remedies where the Applicant causes damage as 


a result of works authorised by the DCO.  It is much more sensible, reasonable and efficient 


for the indemnity to be included within the proposed DCO.  The indemnity as drafted is 


eminently reasonable in its scope and terms. If the Applicant believes that the wording of the 


indemnity could be improved or should include 'reasonable caveats', such wording should 


have been suggested for inclusion within the proposed DCO.


6 SEW is open to a separate agreement relating to the indemnity, however, any such 


agreement is not guaranteed and none is in place.  In those circumstances, SEW's interests 


fall to be protected, as far as possible, through the protective provisions. 


7 In relation to paragraphs 3.10 to 3.13 on page 5 and the reasonable requirements that would 


need to be complied with before the Applicant enters onto SEW's land to exercise any of its 


powers under the proposed DCO, SEW is confident that agreement can be reached as to 


what those reasonable requirements will be.  Indeed, from statements made during the ISH it 


was understood that the Applicant was also confident that this could be done. However, 


appropriate provisions must be included in the drafting of the protective provisions to cater for 


the possibility that the requirements cannot be agreed. It cannot be the case that the 


Applicant can simply give notice before entering onto SEW's land, if what amounts to 


reasonable requirements cannot be agreed.  This would give the Applicants no incentive to 


agree any reasonable requirements with SEW, and SEW would have no recourse in the event 


that the Applicant chose to ignore its reasonable requirements.  Such a one-sided 


arrangement is patently unreasonable and offers no real protection at all.


8 SEW would be open to a shorter period for agreement but believes that if the Applicant is not 


content with the proposed wording, it is for the Applicant to suggest a workable alternative 


which would provide for a situation where the parties were unable to agree what constitutes a 


reasonable requirement.


9 SEW have no interest in unnecessarily delaying the RCP or preventing the RCP from coming 


forward. SEW's sole concern is the protection of the Reservoir as set out in further detail in 


paragraphs 3 to 4 of REP4-042.


10 In relation to paragraphs 3.14 to 3.16 on page 5, relating to how the Applicant's powers under 


the proposed DCO would be regulated in relation to actions SEW could take on its own land, 


it is not correct for the Applicant to portray this as a fetter on its discretion.   The wording 


proposed by SEW includes a reference to the RCP safety requirements which must be 


complied with. The Applicant also has of course statutory powers which it can rely on in the 


case of emergency. 


11 The purpose of this proposed protective provision is to seek to identify some means whereby 


the grant of the powers of Compulsory Acquisition over SEW's land would not inevitably have 
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the effect of prohibiting SEW from constructing the Reservoir or providing and maintaining


mitigation planting, resulting in there being no way at all the Reservoir could come forward, 


please see REP6-042, REP6-057 and 58, REP6-038, REP6-045 and paragraphs 5-22 of 


REP5-040 for further details. 


12 The Applicant's proposed wording (paragraph 56 of REP7-003) expressly contemplates that 


the powers sought in the DCO could be exercised in such a way as to prevent SEW:


(a) from implementing the Scheme for Habitat Creation and Management;


(b) from carrying out the Broad Oak Reservoir Preparatory Works;


(c) from carrying out the Broad Oak Reservoir Construction Works; and


(d) from operating the Broad Oak Reservoir.


if this is "reasonably required in order to protect the integrity and safe and efficient operation 


of the authorised development or for the protection of the statutory undertaker's statutory 


undertaking". 


13 The Applicant's proposed caveat to this crucial protection of SEW's interests is so broad that


it would effectively allow the Applicant to use any powers granted in the proposed DCO 


without restriction. It renders the purported restriction on the exercise of the powers 


completely toothless, and means that it offers no real protection to SEW at all.  The


Applicant's insistence upon such a provision demonstrates that it is not satisfied that the grant 


of the powers it seeks would be consistent with the delivery and operation of the Reservoir.  If 


it was so satisfied, it could not seek to justify the proposed caveat.  Accepting the Applicant's 


provision necessarily means accepting that it has not been established that the two projects 


can co-exist.  An Order that included the proposed powers of Compulsory Acquisition and 


was made subject to the Applicant's proposed protective provisions would inevitably give rise 


to serious detriment to the carrying on of SEW's undertaking, for the reasons rehearsed 


extensively during the examination, please see REP6-038, REP6-045 and REP5-040 


(paragraphs 5-22). 


14 SEW's proposed wording would at least allow the Examining Authority and the Secretary of 


State some comfort that the use of the powers sought would not necessarily physically 


prevent SEW from achieving the objectives listed above. However, given the remaining 


impacts, the RCP would still cause serious detriment to SEW's ability to discharge its 


statutory functions, see REP7-029 paragraphs 9 and 10, REP6-038, REP6-045 and REP5-


040 (paragraphs 5-22).


15 Paragraph 3.17 refers to what is described as a 'very remote risk' or 'remote eventuality' that 


the Applicant will not in fact be able to comply with the substance of the protective provision 


identified as paragraph 59 of the Applicant's drafting.  This is entirely unsatisfactory at this 


late stage in the examination.  Either the ExA and the Secretary of State are able to rely on 


Pylons PC8 to PC10 being sited within 5 metres of the positions shown, or they are not.  If the 


Applicant wishes to be able to claim any substantial benefit from such a provision, 
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notwithstanding the substantial caveat it seeks to include, it must provide evidence to satisfy 


the ExA and the Secretary of State that the risks are indeed 'very remote'.  SEW is not aware 


of any such evidence having been adduced.


16 In relation to paragraph 3.21 on page 6 on mitigation planting, SEW's comment has been 


taken out of context. SEW refer the ExA to the whole text on page 21 of REP5-028. In 


summary, although it is believed that the planting the Applicant may want to carry out on 


SEW's land would not physically prevent the Reservoir from coming forward, it is likely to 


interfere with and or prevent, the mitigation planting that will be required for the Reservoir. It is 


not clear to SEW why plans could not be approved by SEW and the local planning authority. 


17 In relation to paragraph 3.22 on page 6 on isolation of the power lines, the Applicant states 


that it "does not normally offer an outage to a third party at the request of a third party" 


suggesting that isolation is possible in certain circumstances. This is supported by the note on 


isolation submitted by SEW at Deadline 8. SEW accept that outages would take careful 


planning but as the Applicant has not accepted any of the alternatives suggested by SEW, it 


must take action to de-risk, so far as possible, work under the lines if the Reservoir is able to 


come forward with the RCP in place.  As SEW has made clear, the ability for the Applicant to 


isolate the power in the overhead lines in order to allow SEW to work underneath them, is 


critical in reducing the scope for serious detriment (see SEW's Written Summary of the Oral 


Representations made at the ISH on 9 and 10 November 2016, paragraphs 34, 40, 43 and 45 


REP7-029 and Appendices 2 and 3 REP7-031 and REP7-032).


18 Finally, in relation to paragraph 3.24 on page 6 on isolation of the power lines, SEW's position 


is not that it is physically impossible to work under the live lines (assuming SEW can find 


contractors who are willing to carry out this high risk project) but that, as detailed in REP7-


031, it is the view of SEW's Head of Health and Safety that isolation would be required in 


terms of acceptably managing risk. 


19 The additional time, cost and risk that would be incurred in working under live lines is likely to 


mean (when taken with the many other impacts the RCP will have on the Reservoir, such as 


the inability to deliver necessary environmental mitigation) the Reservoir would no longer be a 


viable option for SEW and would be prevented from coming forward. If the Reservoir can still 


come forward, working under the RCP will inevitably increase the time, cost and risks of the 


project and will cause constraints to design. The end result, in either scenario, being serious 


detriment to SEW's ability to perform its statutory undertaking.
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1 These Final Written Submissions on behalf of South East Water (SEW) provide a brief 


summary of SEW's position as at the close of the examination.  They do not seek to rehearse 


all of the points that have been set out in detail in the written and oral representations made 


during this examination process. SEW is confident that the Examining Authority will be very 


familiar with the detail of SEW's case, which is set out fully in the written material, and that 


repetition is not necessary.


Introduction


2 SEW has adopted a consistent position in relation to the Richborough Connection Project


(RCP) Development Consent Order (Proposed DCO) and the impact the RCP will have on 


the reservoir proposed on SEW's land in Broad Oak in Kent (Reservoir).  Through its actions 


ahead of the submission of the application, and thereafter, SEW has done all that it 


reasonably can both to alert the Applicant to the problems caused by the proposed routing of 


the RCP, and to seek to identify how the RCP could be delivered without prejudice to the 


Reservoir.


3 In the years leading up to the submission of the Proposed DCO application, SEW confirmed 


to the Applicant that the best solution would be to honour a 'hands off corridor'. This approach 


was rejected by the Applicant, and it is now clear from the evidence that it chose to reject that 


approach on the basis of a wholly inadequate assessment and understanding both of the 


impact the RCP would have on delivery of the Reservoir, and the importance of the Reservoir 


for the carrying on of SEW's statutory undertaking and meeting the need for reliable and 


sustainable source of water in the public interest. In the light of the evidence that the 


examination has heard, it is hard to imagine that the Applicant would have chosen to pursue 


the RCP as proposed had it taken the necessary steps properly to inform itself in relation to 


those matters beforehand.  


4 The consequences of the Applicant's under-informed decision-making are reflected in the 


substantial time and effort that has subsequently had to be expended by all parties (including 


the Examining Authority) in the examination process. None of that ought to have been 


necessary if the pre-application process had been undertaken with an appropriate degree of


care and diligence on the part of the Applicant in order to understand the likely consequences 


of its choice of route and technology in this section of the RCP before making its decision.


5 SEW has also sought to do what it reasonably can to assist the Applicant in finding a way in 


which the two projects can be made to co-exist (with minimum disruption to the timing of the 


RCP) by identifying proposed alternative routes and technologies for this section of the RCP.  


Had the Applicant taken one of these alternatives up in its application (either as the basis of 


the application or as an alternative within the scope of the application), this would have 


greatly assisted in resolving SEW's concerns about the ability for the RCP and the Reservoir 


to co-exist.  It chose not to do so, although it is of course open to the Examining Authority to 


recommend to the Secretary of State that it should be invited to reconsider this decision or 


face the refusal of its application.   It remains SEW's position that an alternative route is 


required to safeguard the Reservoir as detailed in paragraphs 226-250 of REP2-099, and that 


this would be the right decision to take if the Secretary of State wanted to ensure that both 


projects could proceed.  Any short-term delay in the delivery of the RCP would be more than 


offset by the significant public interest benefits of enabling the Reservoir to be delivered and 


to serve the long-term needs of this part of the South East for a sustainable and secure 


source of water.
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Interactions and impacts


6 SEW's evidence to the examination has demonstrated that the effect of the new overhead 


power lines and three new pylons on the Reservoir Land, as well as the rights that the 


Applicant seeks to acquire by compulsion over multiple parts of that land, would cumulatively 


result in the Reservoir and its essential environmental mitigation being undeliverable.


7 As has been explained, the issues raised by SEW during this examination are, taken 


together, likely to be 'showstoppers' (see REP7-038 paragraph 3). This is simply the factual 


position; if there were a compromise or solution, SEW, the Applicant and their teams of 


experts would have found it.  It has been made clear throughout that SEW has no interest in 


preventing the RCP, nor any commercial advantage in pursuing this objection.  SEW's sole 


aim is to protect the Reservoir so as to ensure the proper discharge of its important statutory 


functions in the public interest.


8 The belated (and reluctant) efforts made by the Applicant to consider moving the Pylons 


within the Order Limits have not been successful in identifying a solution, for the reasons 


explained in SEW's deadline 7 documents (REP7-029 and REP7-035).  In short, they have 


served to underline the limits of what can be achieved without making a change to the 


Proposed DCO, and the good sense of the alternatives that SEW has been urging the 


Applicant to adopt.


9 Similarly, efforts to agree protective provisions have not produced a solution.  As SEW's 


Deadline 8 response to REP7-008 and paragraphs 9 -18 and 33-46 of REP7-029 and REP7-


036 explain, there are crucial differences between the parties, and the Applicant's proposals 


simply fail to deal with the substantial difficulties it has brought upon itself and upon SEW.


10 Having regard to the totality of the evidence and the submissions that have been made during 


the examination, the Examining Authority and Secretary of State have not been provided with 


a satisfactory solution that gives confidence that both projects would be able to proceed, other 


than through an amendment to the RCP to incorporate one of the alternatives that SEW has 


promoted.     


The key statutory and policy tests


11 The key statutory and policy tests have not been satisfied by the Applicant in this case.


Consultation


12 For the reasons set out in SEW's Adequacy of Consultation Response (AoC-007) and Written 


Representations (REP2-099) the Applicant failed properly to consult having regard to the 


potential impacts which the Proposed Development would have on the Reservoir, and failed 


properly to consider alternative options which would have avoided such detrimental impacts.  


The consultation process was manifestly inadequate and did not comply with the 


requirements of Part 5 Chapter 2 of the Planning Act 2008 and DCLG Guidance.  As SEW 


has consistently made clear, this demonstrably flawed consultation process would provide a 


basis for a statutory challenge to the Proposed DCO should it be made (see REP2-099 


paragraph 89(e)).


Section 104 of the Planning Act 2008


13 Approval of the RCP would not be consistent with the policies of National Policy Statement 


EN-1 and EN-5.  Thus the presumption in section 104(3) of the Planning Act 2008 would be 


for the application to be refused.
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14 Even if, contrary to SEW's case, the Secretary of State was satisfied that the policies in EN-1 


and EN-5 were met, it is clear that the adverse consequences of the Proposed Development 


would outweigh its benefits.  Refusal would therefore be appropriate applying section 104(7).


15 That conclusion is reinforced in circumstances where with a small adjustment to the Proposed 


Development, all of the benefits on which the Applicant relies can be delivered without 


prejudicing SEW's ability to deliver the Reservoir in the long term public interest (see REP2-


099 paragraphs 170-185 and 192-197, REP3-036 Appendix 2, REP4-042 paragraphs 73 to 


82, 98 to 110, REP5-051 paragraphs 12 to 23).


16 The application for development consent should therefore be refused.


Sections 122 and 127 of the Planning Act 2008


17 There are two insuperable obstacles to a decision approving the proposed compulsory 


acquisition of the extensive rights sought over SEW's land.


18 Firstly, there is no compelling case in the public interest for the acquisition of rights over the 


Reservoir Land which would prevent the Reservoir coming forward.  The need that is relied 


upon to justify such powers is capable of being met by alternatives to the Proposed 


Development that would involve much less harm to private and public interests and would be 


entirely consistent with the NPS.  There is no obstacle to delivery of the alternatives. In those 


circumstances the Applicant cannot satisfy the section 122(3) condition, and powers of 


compulsory acquisition should not be granted.


19 Secondly, the new rights that the Applicant seeks to create over the Reservoir Land cannot 


be created without serious detriment to the carrying on of SEW's statutory undertaking.  The 


tests in section 127(6) have not been (and cannot be) met in this case.


20 These issues are addressed in more detail in REP2-099, REP5-040 paragraphs 6 to 22 and


42, REP6-038 and REP6-040-049.


Protective Provisions


21 SEW has proposed a number of amendments to the Protective Provisions in the Proposed 


DCO to allow sufficient protection for its general apparatus (subject to SEW's proposed 


wording for the Protective Provisions being accepted into the Proposed DCO if granted) and 


to alleviate some of the impacts the RCP will have on the Reservoir. 


22 SEW has engaged in discussions on the Protective Provisions without prejudice to its in-


principle objection to the Proposed DCO and to its position that serious detriment to the 


carrying on of its undertaking within the meaning of section 127 of the Planning Act 2008 


would be caused by the proposed compulsory acquisition of rights over the Reservoir Land.


23 SEW's position in relation to the alternative sets of Protective Provisions is set out in REP7-


029 paragraphs 9 to 18, and 33 to 46,  REP7-036 and its response to REP7-008 submitted at 


Deadline 8.  In short, SEW's proposed wording would significantly improve its position 


compared to the DCO as drafted, but it would not be enough to overcome its objection or to 


remove the serious detriment arising.  Even if SEW's protective provisions were included, it 


would remain likely that the effect of the RCP would be to prevent the delivery of the 


Reservoir. 


24 The Applicant's set of proposed Protective Provisions expressly contemplates the exercise of 


the powers sought in the DCO so as to prevent delivery of the Reservoir because it is said 
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this may be "reasonably required in order to protect the integrity and safe and efficient 


operation of the authorised development or for the protection of the statutory undertaker's 


statutory undertaking" (REP7-003 Schedule 14, Part 5, paragraph 56). Accepting the 


Applicant's provision necessarily implies an acceptance that it has not been established that 


the two projects can co-exist - and thus that preventing delivery of the Reservoir could not be 


'reasonably required' for those purposes.  An Order that included the proposed powers of 


compulsory acquisition and was made subject to the Applicant's proposed Protective 


Provisions would inevitably give rise to serious detriment to the carrying on of SEW's 


undertaking, and could not therefore be made because of the effect of section 127(5).


Conclusion 


25 The Applicant failed to have proper regard to the Reservoir during the consultation, route 


selection process for, and development of, the RCP.  


26 The interactions between the RCP and the Reservoir mean that the Reservoir is unlikely to be 


able to come forward and, if it is not prevented, providing the Reservoir under the RCP route 


will inevitably increase the time, cost and risks of the project and will cause significant 


constraints to design. The end result, in either scenario, being serious detriment to SEW's 


ability to carry on its statutory undertaking.


27 SEW therefore respectfully invites the Examining Authority to recommend to the Secretary of 


State:


(a) that the application for the Proposed DCO is refused; and/or


(b) that the Proposed DCO should not include provision authorising the compulsory 


acquisition of rights over the Reservoir Land; and/or


(c) that the Applicant be encouraged to apply to amend the Proposed DCO to incorporate 


one or more of SEW's proposed alternatives, failing which the application for the


Proposed DCO should be refused.


28 In the alternative, and without prejudice to SEW's in-principle objection to the Proposed DCO, 


the Examining Authority is respectfully invited to recommend that if the Proposed DCO is to 


be made, it should only be made in a form that includes SEW's proposed Protective 


Provisions.
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Isolation of Richborough Connection Project (RCP) Overhead Lines (OHL)


1 For the reasons set out below, SEW's understanding is that the Applicant's statements during 


the ISH on 9 and 10 November 2016 and in REP7-008 (paragraph 3.23 and 3.25 of Appendix 


A) that it is not possible to provide single or double circuit isolation of the RCP OHL to 


facilitate safer working by SEW in constructing the Reservoir below the RCP OHL, is


incorrect.  It is understood that the constraint on the Applicant providing isolations is 


commercial rather than practical or related to security of supply.  SEW maintain their position 


that periods of single and double circuit isolation would be required to enable safe working 


practices (see REP7-034, REP7-031 and REP7-029 paragraphs 40-45). 


2 The Applicant has acknowledged that single and double circuit outages of the RCP OHL will 


occur periodically for planned maintenance activities see REP7-032 and paragraph 45 of 


REP7-029.  The Applicant has offered notice of these outages as an opportunity that SEW 


could take advantage of in construction of the Reservoir.  Such infrequent isolations at timings 


linked to the Applicant's maintenance schedules would be highly unlikely to coincide with the 


timings of isolations required of such a large and complex construction program (see REP7-


033).  


3 SEW consider that if planned double circuit isolations for maintenance are permissible without 


compromising network security and are compliant with security of supply requirements that 


the Applicant must achieve, then it is SEW’s view that planned isolations for construction 


purposes are equally technically feasible.  The Applicant and UKPN are also satisfied that 


there is adequate alternative supply to be compliant with the requirements laid out in 


Engineering Recommendation P2/6 in the Distribution Systems Options Report (DSOR)


attached as Appendix 1.


4 It is the secondary supply of dual circuits that ensures that the supply by the Applicant from its 


400kV transmission network are compliant with the Engineering Recommendation P2/6 


during planned isolations and unplanned circuit outages in terms of ensuring that District 


Network Operators (DNO’s) systems such as the Thanet Grid have acceptable levels of 


security of supply; the secondary supply remains in place as it currently is.  It is common for 


OHL on the Applicant's 400kV transmission network to have double circuit isolations like 


those requested on the RCP OHL for periods of up to 12 weeks.  It is the long term planning 


and control of such isolations that enables the Applicant to maintain system security across 


the network.


5 The Applicant confirmed during a safety review that isolations (up to 6 weeks for single circuit 


isolation and shorter periods a double circuit isolation) were possible with sufficient notice, 


please see REP7-032 and paragraph 45 of REP7-029. 


Practical ability to isolate the RCP OHL


6 SEW have considered the DSOR produced by UK Power Networks (UKPN) and National Grid 


in support of identifying the necessary modifications works required at Richborough and 


Canterbury South 132 kV Substations and of the 132 kV distribution network in conjunction 


with the removal of the 132kV PX line and replacement of this by the 400kV RCP OHL. Set 


out below is a summary from the DSOR which supports SEW's understanding that planned 


outages are practically feasible.
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7 Currently the UKPN 132kV network in the Richborough area (Thanet Grid) is served by two 


Grid Supply Point (GSP) connections to the 400 kV transmission system at Canterbury North 


and Sellindge (see Appendix 1; figure 2.1);


8 The new RCP OHL scheme includes the removal of the 132kV PX route from Canterbury 


South to Richborough.  The DSOR identifies that the preferred solution of maintaining the 


compliance and operability of the UKPN network is by mitigation works including the provision 


of an additional Grid Supply Point (GSP) at Richborough replacing the removed 132 kV PX 


route.  This connection is made at the NemoLink to RCP interconnector station.


9 The DSOR confirms that with this GSP replacing the removed 132kV PX line, the modified 


system is compliant with the requirements laid out in Engineering Recommendation P2/6. The 


DSOR does not make any statement that the RCP cannot be isolated without compromising 


this position.  To comply with the requirements it is the secondary supply that is essential and 


that remains in place as it is currently from the Sellindge GSP.


Feasibility of the Applicant isolating the RCP OHL for SEW's planned construction works


10 The UKPN 132kV network at Richborough into the Thanet Grid will have a secure supply 


whether or not the RCP is operational in accordance with the security of supply requirements 


as it is permissible to isolate the lines for maintenance activities.


11 The purpose of the NemoLink and RCP is to enable energy to be transferred from Belgium 


into the National Grid. Isolating the RCP line impacts the ability for the Applicant to purchase 


energy via that link (treating NemoLink as a generator). It does not impair UKPN from 


maintaining a secure supply to the Thanet grid, rather it alters the risk which is an accepted 


position for planned isolations for maintenance. In fact to strengthen this position and reduce 


the risk, power could still be transferred via the NemoLink at a lower megawatt (MW) supply 


rate, though it is acknowledged that if NemoLink is treated as a generator this supply cannot 


be considered a part of the system security but is it does offer a viable additional level of 


security to the supply.  
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1. Introduction 


1.1. This report has been prepared jointly by UK Power Networks (South East) Ltd. 


(UK Power Networks) and National Grid Electricity Transmission Limited 


(National Grid).  


1.2. This report will form background information in support of an application for an 


Order granting Development Consent (DCO). Subject to consultation, these 


works will be as part of the cumulative assessment within the DCO for the 


Richborough Connection Project which will be submitted by National Grid to the 


Planning Inspectorate (PINS) in autumn 2015. 


1.3. To accommodate the connection of a new HVDC Interconnector at 


Richborough, Kent, a new 400kV transmission connection is proposed between 


Richborough and Canterbury North substations, as identified in the 


Richborough Connection Project Strategic Options Report1  


                                           


1 Richborough Connection Project Strategic Options Report: 
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1.4. The preferred route, as identified in the Richborough Connection Project 


Preferred Connection Option and Route Corridor Report2, for this new 


transmission connection broadly follows the route of an existing 132kV 


overhead line that connects the Richborough and Canterbury South 132 kV 


substations. The preferred route corridor is illustrated in Figure 1.1 below. 


1.5. This 132kV overhead line is operated by UK Power Networks (South East) 


Limited (UK Power Networks) and is proposed to be removed between 


Richborough and Canterbury South substations as part of the Richborough 


Connection project. The removal of the existing 132 kV overhead line is 


consistent with the National Grid Stakeholder, Community and Amenity Policy, 


National Policies  EN 1 & EN 5, and confirmed following the consultations on the 


project held during Summer 2013. 


                                                                                                                                


http://richboroughconnection.co.uk/assets/downloads/Preferred%20Connection%20Option%20
and%20Route%20Corridor%20Report%20FINAL%20Nov%202013.pdf 


2 Richborough Connection Project Preferred Connection Option and Route Corridor Report: 


http://richboroughconnection.co.uk/assets/downloads/Preferred%20Connection%20Option%20
and%20Route%20Corridor%20Report%20FINAL%20Nov%202013.pdf 
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Figure 1.1 Preferred Route Corridor for the Richborough Connection 


Project 


Existing 400 kV 


Route


Existing 132 kV PX 


Route


 


1.6. This Distribution System Options Report (The Report) has been produced by UK 


Power Networks and National Grid which looks at the options to maintain the 


security, resilience and operational flexibility of the 132 kV distribution system 


as a consequence of the proposal to remove the UK Power Networks, 


Richborough to Canterbury South 132kV overhead line.  


1.7. This report looks at the infrastructure modifications that are required to 


maintain the local distribution system’s security of supply for customers at 


existing levels as a result of the removal of the 132kV line from Richborough to 


Canterbury as part of the Richborough Connection Project. 
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1.8. The structure of  this document is as follows:   


 Section 1 provides an introduction; 


 Section 2 provides background on the need for the modification works 


that are required; 


 Section 3 outlines options; 


 Section 4 provides details of the option appraisal methodology;  


 Section 5 provides a summary of the option appraisal; 


 Section 6 confirms the preferred technical and environmental option. 
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2. The Need for infrastructure modifications on The UKPN Network. 


2.1 The electricity system is made up of networks which operate at different 


voltage levels.  Transmission networks, which in England and Wales operate at 


voltages of 400kV and 275kV, are used for the bulk transfer of power from 


generation to distribution networks.  This is primarily to facilitate higher power 


transfers and to reduce the amount of power lost during the transportation 


process because losses are reduced at higher voltages.   


2.2 Distribution networks, in contrast, are mainly concerned with the delivery of 


power to consumers at lower voltages: 132kV, 66kV, 33kV and below.  


Distribution networks typically provide electricity to major conurbations 


through a radial network of circuits operating at reducing voltage levels and 


power carrying capacity. 


2.3 The connection of transmission and distribution networks occurs at Grid Supply 


Points (GSP).  These are typically substations where power is transformed from 


400kV or 275kV to 132kV, 66kV or 33kV for onward distribution to consumers. 


2.4 Bulk Supply Point (BSP) substations operate at 132kV and 66kV and provide a 


distribution hub where power is transformed to voltages ranging from 66-33kV 


and below for onward distribution to local towns, villages, farms and industry 


2.5 Figure 2.1 below indicates the existing UK Power Networks network 


surrounding Richborough and Canterbury.
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Figure 2.1 The Existing UK Power Networks 132 kV network: 


 


2.6 The UK Power Networks 132kV network in the Canterbury and Richborough 


area is currently served by two Grid Supply Point (GSP) connections to the 400 


kV transmission system at Canterbury North and Sellindge. The 132 kV 


network serves Canterbury North and Richborough via circuits including: 


 The double circuit overhead line route connecting Canterbury 


South to Richborough, known as the PX route; 


 The single overhead line and underground cable Etchinghill to 


Canterbury North PU route. 


2.7 Two 132 kV overhead line double circuits, the PGA & PMA routes, connecting 


between Canterbury North to Canterbury South are connected together at each 


end to form two single circuits (termed as ‘Banked’). 


2.8 Thanet Offshore Wind is connected to Richborough 132kV with a capacity of 


315MW. There is also additional generation of approximately 310 MW 



SmithAl3
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embedded in the Distribution Network with a further 299 MW accepted for 


future connection. The present network configuration allows the generation to 


be maintained under planned and unplanned outage conditions with an export 


constraint applied to offshore wind generation connected at Thanet under 


certain network conditions. 


 


2.9 The UKPN 132 kV network in the Canterbury & Richborough area is compliant 


with the requirements laid out in Engineering Recommendation P2/6 & 


presently operates as an interconnected group. This increases operational 


flexibility as well as allowing supplies to be maintained under planned and 


unplanned outage conditions at the National Grid interface points and on the 


majority of interconnected circuits. 


 


2.10 The proposed removal of UK Power Networks’s 132kV double circuit overhead 


line between Richborough and Canterbury South substations would reduce the 


level of network security of the UK Power Networks 132 kV network in the 


Canterbury area, such that it would not be compliant with P2/6.  


2.11 The removal of the UK Power Networks 132 kV PX route would result in the 


following non-compliances: 


 The existing Canterbury North – Sellindge Grid Supply Points (GSP) 


have a firm capacity of 276 MW each. Removal of the PX route would 


result in all of the group demand being supported by these GSPs. 


Demand is predicted by UK Power Networks to reach 672 MW by 2020. 


Therefore, assuming the demand is shared evenly, both GSPs would 


become non-compliant. 


  A double circuit fault on the two banked circuits connecting Canterbury 


North to Canterbury South would result in all of the demand at 


Canterbury South being lost. 


2.12 UK Power Networks must maintain compliance with Engineering 


Recommendation P2/6 and National Grid and UK Power Networks have agreed 



SmithAl3
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to maintain the current level of capacity, flexibility & resilience of the electricity 


distribution system in these areas. 


2.13 Therefore, options are needed to mitigate these non-compliances, which result 


from the removal of the UK Power Networks 132 kV PX route that connects 


Canterbury South to Richborough substations. 


2.14 This report outlines the modification works required on the UK Power Networks 


network at Richborough and Canterbury and considers the options that are 


available. The report outlines the appraisal that has been completed to identify 


the preferred option and confirms the preferred option. 


2.15 To identify potential options to enable the removal of the 132 kV Canterbury 


South to Richborough 132 kV overhead line circuit, a technical appraisal of 


available options was undertaken by UK Power Networks and National Grid.  
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3. Options to maintain the existing system security and network flexibility. 


3.1.  Seven possible options were assessed in the original technical appraisal. Of 


these, four were rejected as not technically compliant, one option was 


discounted on the grounds of whilst initially compliant, it would become non 


compliant in the near future. Two technically compliant options, have been 


identified and brought forward for further consideration to select a preferred 


option. 


 


 


Options to Secure Demand in the Richborough Area 


Option 1 


3.2. To enable the removal of the existing PX 132 kV route, construct a new 


400/132 kV Grid Supply Point (GSP) at Richborough accommodated within the 


proposed new substation at Richborough. Option 1 is outlined in Figure 3.2 
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Fig 3.2 The UK Power Networks 132 kV network: Option 1 


 


 


3.3. For this option the provision of one 400/132 kV Transformer was considered.  


This was discounted, as whilst initially compliant, this would result in the 


system eventually becoming non-compliant. 


3.4. Whilst a single transformer can provide suitable rating to replace the existing 


PX double circuit route (105 MVA summer continuous rating) this would result 


in the UK Power Networks network becoming non-compliant before 2020 under 


summer conditions. This is in advance of when the existing 132kV network 


would otherwise become non-compliant. 


3.5. Based on 2020 expected demand, with a planned outage of the new 400/132 


kV Super Grid Transformer at Richborough, a fault on the existing 132 kV 


network would result in unacceptable overloads. 


3.6. Provision of two 400/132 kV supergrid transformers would therefore be 


required to maintain compliance & existing resilience & flexibility of the UK 


Power Networks 132 kV network.  


3.7. The two Super Grid Transformers would be accommodated as part of the 


proposed  new 400 kV Richborough substation works and will be limited to the 


proposed consent with outline permission at the site of the former Richborough 


power station site 
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Securing Demand at Canterbury South 132 kV Substation. 


3.8. The present configuration at Canterbury South consists of four 132 kV circuits 


feeding Canterbury South. Under planned and unplanned outage conditions 


demand can be maintained without interruption.  


3.9. Following removal of the PX 132 kV route and construction of a new GSP at 


Richborough under Option 1, for the same conditions, all demand would be lost 


and cannot be supported via interconnection at lower voltages. To maintain 


system security at Canterbury South an additional 132 kV circuit needs to be 


connected. 


3.10. UK Power Networks propose to provide this additional 132 kV circuit by 


diverting the existing PU circuit from Canterbury North, reconnecting it into 


Canterbury South. As shown below in Fig 3.3. 
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Fig 3.3 Diversion of the PU 132 kV Route into Canterbury South 


 


 


 


3.11. This will be achieved by: 


 Reconfiguring the existing banked PGA 132 kV overhead line routes 


between Canterbury North and Canterbury South 132 kV substations, 


to form separate circuits; 


 uprating one circuit of the unbanked PGA circuits with a higher rated 


conductor; 


 utilise the remaining  PGA circuit to divert the PU route from Canterbury 


North into Canterbury South; 


 construct a small disconnector compound between the existing PX and 


PGA terminal tower within UK Power Networks land ownership, outside 


of the operational area at Canterbury South. 


3.12. UK Power Networks have confirmed that the reconfiguration of Canterbury 


North to achieve diversion of the PU route into Canterbury South is the most 


economic and efficient method to secure demand at Canterbury South. It can 


be built largely off-line without the need for extensive system outages, and 


minimises the level of modifications to existing equipment. UK Power Networks 


expect that required consents will be achieved within existing Permitted 


Development rights. 
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Option 2  


3.13. Replace the existing PX 132 kV overhead line route with an equivalent 


underground cable route of approximately 25 km length. Option 2 is outlined in 


Figure 3.5 


Fig 3.5 The UK Power Networks 132 kV Network: Option 2 


 


3.14. Option 2 maintains the existing resilience of the UK Power Networks 132 kV 


network and ensures compliance with P2/6 beyond the current RIIO regulatory 


period (RIIO ED1).  This option also secures demand at Canterbury South 


without further modification. 
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4. Overview of Options Appraisal Methodology 


4.1 Options appraisal considers relevant technical, environmental and socio-


economic issues and the costs associated with each technical option.  Analysis 


of these factors allows UK Power Networks and National Grid to assess which 


options best meet their various statutory and licence obligations. 


4.2  UK Power Networks and National Grid will only propose to build new 


infrastructure where existing infrastructure cannot be technically or 


economically upgraded to meet system security standards and regulatory 


obligations.  Where there is no viable existing upgrade option, UK Power 


Networks and National Grid will develop a solution (e.g.  installation or 


construction of a new infrastructure) that seeks to achieve the best integration 


of their various duties and obligations as set out in Appendix 1. 


Technical Appraisal 


Section 3 explains that each technical option has been assessed initially to 


ensure that it meets the need to maintain existing levels of system security and 


flexibility and that the resultant transmission and distribution systems would 


comply with the standards set out in P2/6 and NETS SQSS. 
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Economic Appraisal 


4.3 Once the full scope of works associated with each option is identified, an 


estimate of the capital cost of that scope of works is made.  For the specific 


new overhead line, underground AC cable, substations and transformers 


(SGTs) associated with each option, operational lifetime costs are then 


estimated. 


4.4 Capital cost is an estimate of the cost of equipment and installation costs.  


These costs are provided in current financial year prices applicable at the time 


of publication of this Report.  For the purposes of reviewing technical options, 


the cost estimates are based on generalised unit costs for the key elements of 


the option, reflecting recent contract values or manufacturers’ or consultants’ 


budget estimates.  This is sufficient to allow a broad order of consistent costs 


to be established for the options, as necessary at the strategic level, and is not 


intended to provide a detailed cost for each option which can only be obtained 


at the detailed design stage. 


Environmental Appraisal 


4.5 A high level appraisal of the environmental impacts for each of the technical 


options, (see Section 5 below), has considered environmental constraints of 


international and national importance.  Features considered as potential 


environmental constraints to each technical option are presented in Table 5.1. 


This table summarises the findings at a high level of environmental constraints 


in relation to each option in considering the alternatives for the removal of the 


132kV connection.  This identifies potential environmental constraints and the 


need for further investigations where appropriate.  


 


5. Summary of options appraisal 


The table below provides a summary of the key factors to be considered in 


appraising each of the connection options: 
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Table 5.1: Options Summary  


 Option Technical  Environmental  Capital Cost 


 


 


Option 1  


 


 Construct 2x 


400/132kV Grid 


Supply Point 


connecting to the 


existing Richborough 


132kV switchboard 


 Reconfigure 


Canterbury North and 


South substations, 


Unbank PGA 


Overhead line 


circuits, 


reconductoring 1 


circuit.  


 


  Fully P2/6 compliant 


option. 


  Requires additional 


infrastructure to 


secure demand at 


Canterbury South 


  New GSP must be 


commissioned prior to 


removal of PX 


 


 No significant 


temporary or 


permanent  impacts 


to environmental 


receptors as works 


are limited to the 


proposed 


Richborough 


substation consented 


with outline 


permission at the site 


of the former 


Richborough power 


station site 


 Minor potential 


additional visual 


amenity impacts 


associated with the 


location of two SGT 


at the substation 


site, although this 


will be set within the 


context of a 


substation which will 


contain further 


substation equipment 


and plant including a 


building of 


 


 


 


  Based on National 


Grid figures for GSP & 


UK Power Networks 


Figures for PU 


Diversion works: 


 


 Tot. Estimated capital 


cost = £22m            
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overhead line Route. 


 


approximately 15m 


in height 


Option 2 Replace the existing PX 


overhead line route with a 


fully underground cable 


route, of approximately 25 


km of 2 X Circuits,2 cable 


sealing end compounds . –  


• Fully P2/6 compliant 


option 


• Secures demand at 


Canterbury South without 


additional infrastructure 


• Largely offline build 


with minimum system 


outages 


• Long construction 


period – approximately 50 


months. (based on UK Power 


Networks figure of 2  


months per km per working 


team) 


 


 There is potential to 


encounter and which 


could significantly 


affect unknown 


buried archaeology.  


 Depending on the 


location of the route 


the installation of 


underground cables 


could affect 


ecological receptors 


particularly during 


construction of the 


cable 


 Resultant effects on 


landscape character 


and views would be 


temporary and land 


would be restored on 


completion.  


 There could be some 


minor negative 


localised effects 


associated with the 


removal of existing 


features including 


hedges and trees 


during construction.   


These effects could 


be mitigated by 


careful routeing to 


   


• Based on UK Power 


Networks figures: 


 


Tot. Estimated capital cost 


= £38.5m            
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retain trees where 


possible, replanting 


hedges and or 


planting of new trees 


and shrubs.ght. 
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6. Identification of the preferred option 


6.1. This Distribution System options report has summarised the need for 


infrastructure modifications to the UK Power Networks 132 kV network in the 


Richborough and Canterbury areas, outlined the changes required  and 


considered the technical alternatives, environmental impact and estimated 


capital costs of the two compliant options for securing UK Power Networks 


demand following removal of the UK Power Networks PX overhead line double 


circuit. 


6.2. Each of the options considered is compliant with technical standards. 


6.3. The environmental appraisal concluded that there would be greater 


environmental effects associated with Option 2 in comparison to Option 1 in 


which two Super Grid Transformers would be sited within a new substation site 


which has already gained outline planning permission which includes for the 


two transformers. Canterbury North will be reconfigured within existing 


operational and ownership boundaries. 


6.4. Given the scale and localised nature of works and their location socio-economic 


factors were not considered significant in this appraisal and have been scoped 


out. 


6.5. Estimated capital cost has been considered as part of the appraisal of the two 


options. Visual impact has also been taken into account. The option that offers 


minimal changes in visual impact is the most economic and efficient option. 


6.6. Either option would require to be planned and coordinated alongside the 


proposed works for the connection of Nemolink and completed prior to the full 


disconnection and removal of the existing PX 132 kV overhead line route. 


6.7. Having regard to relevant statutory duties and all the factors considered as 


part of the appraisal process,. Option 1 has been identified as being economic, 


deliverable and having minimal impact.  Under this option the UK Power 


Networks demand is secured via the provision of a new Grid Supply Point at 


Richborough and diversion works at Canterbury North and Canterbury South. 


Option 1 is identified as the preferred option. The preferred option will not 


result in any new circuits or substations being constructed. 
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Glossary 


 


NETS 


SQSS 


National Electricity Transmission System Security and Quality of 


Supply Standard  


kV Kilovolt 


MW Megawatt 


M Metre  


Km Kilometre  


CSE Cable Sealing End 


SEP  Sealing End Platform 
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